
Heat Twister is the new accessory for Smart Inductor 5000, the multifunction induction heating system for removal and repair used 

in the automotive industry.

Heat Twister is a valuable accessory to heat metal objects without fl ame and to help the removal of metal parts such as bolts, nuts, 

bearings, pulleys, hinges or other components that are stuck, rusted or frozen.

This heating system without fl ame enables fast removal interventions with a great saving of time and a considerable economic 

benefi t; it avoids the risk of melting plastic parts, as it may happen when using an oxyacetylene torch, and does not damage the 

working area.

Easy to use, Heat Twister is fi t to work with different spiral tools having either horizontal or vertical spirals to operate on different 

shapes and edges.

It is supplied with a vertical spiral tool 14V (M12/M14); available on request as optional tools are the vertical spiral tools 

10V (M8/M10), 18V (M16/M18) and the horizontal spiral tools 10H (M8/M10), 14H (M12/M14) and 18H (M16/M18).

Heat Twister is easy, fast, fl exible and it is a necessary tool for any car body shop and repair centre.

Consumables on request:

kit 2 Twister 10V M8/M10 cod. 801413 

kit 2 Twister 14V M12/M14 cod. 801414

kit 2 Twister 18V M16/M18  cod. 801415

kit 2 Twister 10H M8/M10 cod. 801416 

kit 2 Twister 14H M12/M14 cod. 801417

kit 2 Twister 18H M16/M18  cod. 801418
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